[Relation of ME491/CD63 gene and integrin alpha5 in the invasion and metastases of ovarian cancer].
To explore the expression and significance of ME491/CD(63) and integrin alpha5 protein and mRNA in ovarian cancer. The expression levels of ME491/CD(63) and integrin alpha5 proteins and mRNA were evaluated by using RT-PCR and hybridization in situ (HIS) in normal ovarian tissues (G(1)), ovarian benign tumor tissues (G(2)), ovarian borderline tumor tissues (G(3)) and ovarian cancer tissues (G(4)). The expression levels of ME491/CD(63) genes and proteins were analyzed by multivariant analysis and their effects on the invasion and metastases of ovarian cancer were explored and their correlation with age at surgery, metastatic sites, operation fashions, lymph status, operation pathological staging and pathological typing was studied. The results showed the exact biological effects of ME491/CD(63) and integrin alpha5 in ovarian cancer tissues. The tendency of two methods is coincidence on the whole. There was positive expression of ME491/CD(63) and integrin alpha5, and ME491/CD(63) mRNA expression levels were 1.7 +/- 0.3 and 1.5 +/- 0.3, and integrin alpha5 mRNA expression levels were 1.7 +/- 0.3 and 1.5 +/- 0.3 in G(1) and G(2); ME491/CD(63) is 1.1 +/- 0.5, and integrin alpha5 is 1.1 +/- 0.5 in G(3); ME491/CD(63) is 0.6 +/- 0.4, integrin alpha5 is 0.6 +/- 0.4 in G(4); There was no significant relationship between gene expression and age at surgery or clinical-pathological staging (P > 0.05). There was significant difference between G(1), G(2) and G(3) (P < 0.01), while no difference between G(1) and G(2) (P > 0.05). Low expression levels in G(4) (III, IV) were observed. Significant differences were noted between expression levels in G(4) (III, IV) and in G(2), G(3) or G(4) (I, II; P < 0.01). There was significant difference between expression levels in tissues with lymph metastases and tissues without lymph metastases (P < 0.01). ME491/CD(63) and integrin alpha5 are lowly expressed and negatively correlated with ovarian cancer. Different expression levels exist in tissues of late ovarian cancer, earlier ovarian cancer, benign ovarian tumor and borderline tumor. The changes of two genes are correlated with tumor differentiation degree, but not pathologic typing.